Mall Deep Dive - Summer 2021
Update
Malls entered the pandemic amidst a narrative of continued decline. According to this
account, malls had already been severely weakened by the rise of e-commerce, the
continued decline of department stores, and widespread retail closures. Many speculated
that the era of malls was coming to a close even before movement and gathering
restrictions placed unprecedented stress on these hallmarks of American retail.
Although a post-COVID rebound may have seemed unlikely to some, location data shows
that mall foot traffic is in fact recovering, as both visits and consumer behavior return to
pre-COVID patterns. Moreover, it seems like the year and a half of isolation has reignited a
desire to gather in public spaces — and spruced-up, futuristic malls could fit the renewed
demand perfectly. Going into the fall, a strong Back to School season could be enough to
tip the scales and deliver a full recovery to many shopping centers across the country.
We analyzed location data for 100 indoor malls and 100 major outdoor outlet and lifestyle
centers to fully understand how visiting patterns to shopping malls are evolving in a
post-COVID era. The following report provides an overview of the shopping mall space
from a location analytics perspective, focusing on the period from January 2021 through
July 2021.
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Mall Recovery
Catching Up Within the Retail Space
Both indoor and outdoor shopping centers suffered a major blow during COVID, as
non-essential businesses shuttered and customers avoided places of gathering. Indoor
malls and their huge enclosed spaces conducive to spreading airborne viruses were
especially hard hit.
Many thought that the pandemic would accelerate the downfall of malls, a process that
seemed already well underway with the retail apocalypse of recent years. But while malls'
capacity to double as social hubs might have hurt them at the height of the pandemic, it
has also been one of their sources of strength during the recovery period.
Since the beginning of 2021, the shopping mall space (including indoor and outdoor
complexes) has witnessed a marked and impressive recovery. July marked the first month
of mall visits exceeding 2019 figures – year-over-two-year monthly visits up 0.7% compared
to July 2019 – and the shopping mall foot traffic recovery is now in line with the recovery of
other COVID-hit industries. Since mall visits are expected to increase even further through
August, with Back to School shopping season around the corner, the end of malls is not as
near as some may think.
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Indoor Vs. Outdoor
Outdoor shopping centers have had an easier time weathering the pandemic than indoor
malls, as people preferred spending time outdoors to minimize infection risk. And to
further complicate the indoor mall recovery, a number of retailers who were themselves
struggling with the economic fallout from the pandemic chose to shut down mahy of their
mall locations. Some real estate industry analysts even predict that vacancy rates in indoor
malls will continue to exceed those in suburban shopping centers and strip malls
throughout the end of 2021.
But for those who stuck it out, the tide seems to be turning. July marked the first month of
positive growth in monthly visits for outdoor malls (+2.1%) while indoor malls managed to
essentially close the year-over-two-year visit gap. And the difference between the indoor
and outdoor malls is getting smaller as the effects of COVID dissipate and Americans return
to indoor malls.
Indeed, consumers come to malls not just to shop, but also for the food courts and
entertainment options which are generally more diverse and abundant at indoor venues.
And the winter months of 2022 will likely bring visits to indoor shopping malls to even
higher rates. After over a year of staying mostly indoors, many shoppers might no longer
be willing to brave the rain and snow to get their fashion or electronics fix. The
combination of cold weather, shoppers returning to their pre-COVID routines, and
Americans looking for a comfortable space to congregate with their friends and family after
a long period of isolation may drive indoor mall visits even further up.
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Change in Monthly Visits
Some leading indoor malls already managed to exceed 2019 levels of monthly foot traffic in
July – even before the Back to School season had started in earnest. Shopping malls that
went through a renovation in the past three years, like the Scottsdale Fashion Square in
Arizona, even managed to surpass their pre-pandemic levels of foot traffic already in April.
As the COVID recovery proceeds, shoppers will continue visiting malls that provide a
multi-faceted experiential shopping trip. Malls that invest in diversifying their offerings will
likely do particularly well.

Differences Within the Category
Like in every other sector, the visit recovery for shopping malls is unevenly distributed
between venues. Comparing foot traffic in leading malls during the second quarter of 2021
to the second quarter of 2019 shows that some locations are clearly recovering faster than
others.
The Mall of America in Minnesota, the nation’s largest mall, saw a year-over-two-year
decline in visits of -9.8%. Meanwhile, the third largest mall in the country – the King of
Prussia mall in Pennsylvania – saw a year-over-year drop of only -3.4% in visits, while the
Destiny USA mall in nearby New York State experienced an -17.6% drop in foot traffic.
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Visit Behavior Patterns
The pandemic disrupted shopping habits and visiting patterns. As shopping malls reopen
fully, some old patterns are returning – and some are not.
Visiting Times
Visit times changed drastically during COVID, with shoppers moving from evening to
mid-day visits. Following the outbreak of the pandemic, 33.4% of visits in Q2 2021 were
between the hours of 12 to 3 PM, and 34.3% of visits were between the hours 3 to 6 PM. In
contrast, in Q2 2019, only 27.2% of visits were between the hours of 12 to 3 PM, and only
28.5% of visits were between 3 to 6 PM.
At the same time, evening visits (between the hours of 6 to 9 PM) in Q2 2020 dropped to
15.9%, as opposed to the 25.4% visits in the evening for Q2 2019. With normal schedules
shifted and many Americans furloughed, unemployed, or working from home, shoppers
found it more convenient to head to the mall mid-day.
The foot traffic data from Q2 2021 indicates that the return to pre-pandemic visiting hours
is underway – but it is not yet complete. Visits in the hours 12 to 3 PM and 3 to 6 PM have
gone back down to 29.3%, and 32.0%, respectively, while evening visits have increased to
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22.4%. The next couple of months will tell whether COVID will have a lasting impact on mall
visiting hours, and to what extent.

Visit Duration
COVID also impacted the length of mall visits. Shoppers who did visit malls during the
pandemic were on a mission to accomplish specific tasks and avoided lingering too long. As
2021 progressed, vaccination rates increased, and the pandemic slowed down, shoppers
began feeling safer walking around, browsing, and spending more time in each store.
Indeed, foot traffic data indicates that the median visit duration has gradually increased
since the height of the pandemic in Q2 of 2020. In June 2020, the median length of stay for
indoor malls was 53 minutes. By July 2021, it had climbed up to 69 minutes.
Not surprisingly, indoor malls saw a higher increase in visit duration than outdoor malls.
This could be due to shoppers having shortened their visits to indoor malls during the
pandemic more than they shortened their visits to outdoor shopping centers. But the
increase in visit length now that the pandemic is subsiding also speaks to the desire to
return to the indoor mall shopping experience.
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True Trade Area Size is Returning to Normal
Another COVID-related phenomenon that impacted almost every industry was the
shrinking of the True Trade Area (TTA). During the pandemic, visitors across the board –
whether to grocery stores, retail stores, restaurants, gyms, or malls – all stayed closer to
home. This drastically reduced the average TTA of malls.
Our foot traffic analysis shows that malls’ TTAs are now increasing again to pre-pandemic
dimensions – and sometimes even beyond. In June 2019, the average True Trade Area for
the 100 malls we analyzed was 160 Sq. miles, but in June 2020, at the height of the
pandemic, the average size dropped to 146 Sq. miles. By June 2021, the average TTA had
returned to 159 Sq. miles.
Some malls, such as the King of Prussia in Pennsylvania, the Westfield Garden State Plaza
Mall in New Jersey, and the Del Amo Fashion Center in California all saw a significant
increase in the size of their TTA compared to June 2019. This means that enough visitors
are now willing to drive further to malls to noticeably impact certain malls’ TTA – and this is
happening as routines are still returning to normal.
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How did the Customer Journey Change?
As expected, the share of shoppers arriving at malls from home spiked during the
pandemic as Americans sheltered in place. The rate of visitors coming from home dropped
back to the pre-pandemic share of around 50% by March 2021, as Americans began to
spend more time outside their homes. Interestingly, however, the share of shoppers
coming to malls from work has yet to return to pre-COVID levels.
Before the pandemic, the percentage of mall visitors arriving from work stood at around
6.5%. That percentage slowly dropped during the first months of the pandemic as more
people transitioned to a “work from home” model – and has yet to climb back up. As of
June 2021, the percentage of visitors arriving from work remains significantly low, at only
around 2.8% of visitors.
While this could be attributed to the persistence of work from home, the fact that the rate
of customers heading to malls from home has already dropped back down to around 50%
– approximately what it was pre-COVID – indicates that other factors are at play.
Instead, the drop in visitors coming from work can also indicate that the shopping mall
space is evolving. A trip to the mall is becoming longer and more experiential, allowing
visitors to combine shopping, food, and entertainment rather than a short after-work stop
to check an errand. As malls continue to diversify their tenant base, adding fitness centers,
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doctors’ offices, and even shared workspaces, they will continue to attract visitors who will
want to allocate the time to enjoy the full mall experience.

Cross Shopping
Comparing quarterly cross-shopping data (how many visitors to a mall also visited other
malls in the same quarter) reveals another interesting shift. Much like shifts to the True
Trade Areas, cross-shopping percentages dropped during the pandemic as shoppers
became less multi-visit oriented and chose one shopping center – often the one closest to
their home – for most of their shopping needs.
And also like the recent growth in True Trade Areas, cross-shopping skyrocketed as the
pandemic abated, often even surpassing pre-pandemic rates. This growth in
cross-shopping points to an increase in competition among shopping centers. Shoppers
are now willing to drive further to visit more malls, and malls can no longer rely on their
proximity to shoppers’ homes or work to capture visit share.
With a reduction in social distancing measures, shopping centers need to offer the best and
most diverse shopping experience to capture visits in this increasingly competitive
environment. As more malls invest in improving and diversifying their offerings, malls that
don’t modernize their offerings may get left behind.
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Malls are Here to Stay
Despite pessimistic predictions both before and during the pandemic, indoor malls are
proving their sustainability and longevity. Visits are returning, and shoppers are willing to
drive further to certain malls and are visiting a wider array of malls than they were before
the pandemic.
While outdoor shopping centers initially appeared better placed to weather the COVID
carnage, indoor malls have proved surprisingly resilient. This does not mean that malls can
rest on their laurels and rely on their traditionally strong pull to attract customers. The
most significant visit recovery went to malls that invested in renovations and
modernization, and foot traffic data indicates that competition between malls is higher now
than it was in 2019.
With increasingly harsh weather conditions and shoppers looking to congregate
comfortably after over a year of social distancing, malls are well positioned to make a full
recovery and emerge from the pandemic even stronger than they were before. This Back to
School season is critical to the sector, as malls’ performance over the next few months will
determine the pace and extent of their recovery.
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Key Takeaways
●

Foot Traffic Recovery Comparable to Recovery in Other Hard-Hit Sectors: Visits
to indoor malls plummeted at the onset of COVID’s retail impact, but the foot traffic
recovery rates are now comparable to the recovery in other hard-hit sectors. If
current trends continue and the Back to School season delivers the expected boost
in footfalls, visits are on track to recover by the end of the year. This is especially
impressive for indoor malls that were uniquely ill-positioned for the effects of
COVID.
Expectations of a wider and longer term delince for indoor malls look to have been
grossly exaggerated, with top performers showing the true strength of their position
as regional retail and entertainment hubs.

●

Malls Enjoying Pent-Up & Resilient Demand: Visits to malls – both indoor and
outdoor – are rising, with indoor malls already reaching 2019 visit rates by July. The
strength of the rebound – especially compared to a strong 2019 Back to School
season – indicates the tremendous resilience of consumer demand and the ongoing
role of the mall in satisfying key entertainment and retail needs.
The fact that this recovery is happening while COVID concerns linger and ‘normal’
shopping patterns have not fully returned only reinforces the bullish stance on the
future of leading malls as centers of the retail landscape.

●

Uneven Recovery: While the average visit level across the sector is approaching the
pre-COVID benchmark, some malls have already pulled ahead of their 2019
numbers, while other malls are lagging far behind.
Some analysts argue that shopping centers in suburban areas have been recovering
faster than malls in urban areas. Malls that have recently undergone renovations
and that have diversified their tenants also seem to be enjoying a larger slice of the
visit recovery. Regional distribution plays a significant role here with limitations on
travel and local regulations playing a part in the different rates of recovery.

●

Power of the Store & the Mall: The recovery has deepened the recognition across
the retail landscape of the power of the store to drive high-intent traffic and sales.
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However, there is an increasing awareness of the other values a physical location
provides, and many of these further enhance the value of top tier malls.

The ability of these malls to serve as regional retail hubs creates a significant
marketing value thanks to the large number of visitors who frequent these
locations. Brands that place a greater emphasis on owning the customer
relationship and creating unique and authentic experiences that drive longer term,
omnichannel value from a sales perspective will also benefit from investing in
in-mall locations. In addition, regional hubs also create tremendous reach and
provide logistical value for returns, last mile distribution, and more. Finally, the
‘experience’ of a day at the mall lends itself to discovery, making top malls capable
of drawing crowds from distant areas – which makes malls ideal locations for
brands looking to reach new markets and audiences.
●

Malls Ideally Positioned for Future Growth: An increasing focus on better
balancing the proportion of space dedicated to retail, a greater emphasis on “live,
work, play” locations, and an overall push to renovations and innovation is driving a
mall renaissance.
For top malls, the impact could be enormous, deepening their role as regional retail
hubs and establishing the foundation for long-term strength. The addition of
residential and office concepts to nearby areas should only help. The same is true
for the suburban revival that is bringing affluent families from cities to suburbs. This
audience could offer a group with disposable income looking for ‘urban’ experiences
– ones that malls could be uniquely positioned to provide.

Uncover Location
Intelligence Insights
Placer.ai is the world’s most advanced foot traffic analytics platform allowing anyone with a
stake in the physical world to generate instant insights into any property to understand the
factors that drive success.
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